Navigator Pro
®

»»»

Suction Cleaners

SMARTDRIVE® PROGRAMMED STEERING
FOR COMPLETE POOL COVERAGE

COVERS EVERY CORNER

PROVIDES SUPERIOR SUCTION

MAKES MAINTENANCE EASY

Equipped with patented SmartDrive®
technology, Navigator® Pro systematically
travels the floor, walls* and coves of your
pool, creating thorough, reliable results.
And with enhanced maneuverability, it
keeps moving until the job is done.

By connecting directly to your pool’s
filtration system and installing in less
than 10 minutes, Navigator Pro provides
unwavering suction. Its wide vacuum inlet
and unique wing design create a broad
suction path dirt and debris can’t escape.

Navigator Pro eliminates the need
to empty debris bags, reducing
overall maintenance and increasing
relaxation time. Its advanced design
cleans quietly and efficiently for a
more peaceful backyard.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

SPECIFICATIONS

» Leaf Canister makes

Pool Coverage*

Floor, walls, coves

Hose Length

40'

Pool Size

Up to 20' x 40'

Pool Surface**

Gunite, vinyl, fiberglass, pebble, tile

Turbine Type

Fixed vane technology

Drive Sequence

SmartDrive programmed steering
system

Traction System

Pod and shoes

Warranty

2 years

for easy disposal and
longer filtration cycles
by trapping leaves and
other debris

» Skimmer Vacuum Plate
automatically alternates
between water filtering
and surface cleaning

CHOOSE FROM TWO NAVIGATOR PRO MODELS
Navigator Pro Suction Cleaner - Gunite

925ADC

Navigator Pro Suction Cleaner - Vinyl

925ADV

*Wall climbing capability and pool coverage may be affected by
specific pool shapes and surfaces. The cleaner may not climb the
wall under certain conditions.
**Different shoe types available for different pool surfaces.

» VacLock™ is a safety

mechanism for pools
with an in-wall suction
line that automatically
closes the suction
fitting when the cleaner
is not in use
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